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Drosemin pocket watches Vintage Quartz Pocket Watch
Strap Chain Christmas Graduate Day Gift Father's Day

$11.99

Qty 1

ADD TO CART  

Product Code: 8Q-7000-4FUK

Availability: In Stock

First Available: 2022-07-08

Brand: Drosemin
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Continue

Drosemin pocket watches Vintage Quartz Pocket Watch Strap Chain Christmas Graduate Day Gift Father's Day

Detachable chain: the package includes a pocket watch and a necklace chain with hook; The removable chain is easy to assemble and disassemble

Way to open: the quartz pocket watch is simply designed; You can press the crown at the top of watch, and the front plate will be opened Setting time: pull the crown away from the watch

base and turn the crown clockwise until reaching the exact time

Size: this pocket watch diameter is approximately 4.6 cm/ 1.8 inches, small size for easy carry; The chain is 37 cm/ 14.57 inches in length, long enough to secure the pocket watch easily

Antique gift: the Arabic Numerals watch comes with a gift box , functioning as a delicate gift for relatives, great Christmas/ Birthday/ Anniversary Day/ Fathers Day gifts,friends, teachers and

more

Due to poor shooting, the pocket watch itself is more refined than the picture, the perfect pocket watch! Classic pocket watch: roman numerals scale, very special; Heavily engraved front

and back with exquisite patterns, vintage appearance design, really good as a fashion accessory

Product Description

Features: The case and chain are made of alloy, the quartz pocket watch is well crafted; Moreover, it looks fashionable and unique.

Elegant design: With precise quartz movement, there are some beautiful texture on the watch's inner cover with smooth outer surface.

All our watches and pocket watches have undergone strict inspection by the national quality inspection department.

So don't worry about any quality issues!

Wide usages:

The pocket watch is useful to see the time, good gift to send to family members and friends for birthday, wedding, graduation and so on.

Such as:To father, mother, grandpa, grandma, son, daughter so on; Suitable for both formal and casual dressings, vintage decorations for hanging on the clothes.

Is Discontinued By Manufacturer：No

Manufacturer :Drosemin 
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